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Case Report
  Hereditary spastic paraparesis: A novel phenotype
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Abstract

Introduction

Although hereditary spastic paraparesis (HSP) is usually restricted to 
motor disturbances, chief among them being the progressive lower 
extremity spasticity, it may also present as complicated, with dementia 
being the most frequent complication. Out of 50 mutations related to 
HSP, only 7 of them concern autosomal dominant complicated HSP. 
Bibliography has abundantly demonstrated the clinical heterogeneity of 
HSP; however, the existing classification seems to be putting what appear 
to be distinct clinical, genetic and pathophysiological entities into the 
same basket, just because they share their most prominent symptom.

Case Report

A 66 years old female, presented with a 6-year long history of a gradual 
presentation of spasticity and weakness of the lower limbs with gait 
disturbances and falls, urinary incontinence and cognitive impairment, 
in the form of forgetfulness, behavioral changes and speech disability. The 
patient has a family history related to this condition, as her mother and 
four out of her six siblings presented with the same motor and mental 
disorders and died within the range of 54-70 years of age.

Discussion-Conclusion

The history of our patient’s clinical state, as well as her family history, 
clearly demonstrates is a case of autosomal dominant, late-onset, 
complicated HSP. Familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and other 
clinically similar diseases are easily differentiated, even in the absence of 
genetic confirmation, while none of the recorded mutations matches the 
clinical combination of our case.
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Introduction

Hereditary spastic paraparesis (HSP), or Strümpell−Lorrain disease, is 
a relatively rare inherited neurodegenerative syndrome of the central 
nervous system and inherited progressive lower extremity spasticity 
is the clinical hallmark of the diagnosis [1]. Lower extremity spasticity 
and weakness, along with sphincter disturbances, are features regularly 
consisting the clinical picture of uncomplicated (or “pure”) HSP [2]. 

Cognitive impairment is the most frequent complication, however HSP 
has displayed great clinical heterogeneity, involving numerous other 
symptoms, i.e. amyotrophy ataxia and other extrapyramidal disturbances, 
while the age of onset of the disease and its clinical course are equally 
variable [2].

Over 50 different mutations have been identified, all resulting in some 
different form of HSP, and many of them extremely rare, reported in 
very few families worldwide. Although both pure and complicated HSP 
have been connected with all possible modes of inheritance, autosomal 
dominant complicated HSP is a very infrequent combination, with only 
3 of the reported mutations resulting in complicated HSP (SPG9, SPG17, 
SPG29). Another 2 (SPG38, SPG41) have been reported to only one family 
each, whereas 2 more (SPG6, SPG10) are predominantly associated with 
pure HSP, but on rare occasions can present as complicated HSP [2].

Case Report

A 66 years old female presented to the Medicine OPD with a 6-year long 
history of a gradual presentation of several neurological manifestations. 
The initial symptoms noted were fatigue and a progressive sensation of 
instability. The said instability soon became evident through a progressive 
gait disturbance and two falls, with the patient tilting to her right, and 
was deteriorated by spasticity of the lower limbs, which began to develop. 
Through time, the fatigue evolved to a general weakness of the lower 
extremities which, together with the worsening spasticity, made the patient 
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unable to walk without assistance. Furthermore, the patient developed 
urinary incontinence relatively early, forcing her to use diapers. Later 
during the course of the disease, the patient started developing cognitive 
disturbances, in the form of forgetfulness, behavioral changes and a 
distorted ability to use speech. When presented to the Medicine OPD, 
the patient was barely capable of standing and walking with assistance, 
retained her ability to understand verbal language and talk, but her speech 
was characterized by dysfluency and use of very simple vocabulary, and, 
while she was reported by her relatives to have been a rather extrovert and 
social person, at the time of the examination she seemed very quiescent 
and drawn into herself.

The patient also turned out to have a family history related to this condition. 
Her mother died at the age of 54 years and had shown similar symptoms 
in the last few years of her life, whereas her maternal grandfather, dead 
at 67 years of age, was confined to bed for the last five years of his life, 
because of the same problems. The patient used to have two siblings, a 
brother who died young due to electrocution, without having shown 
any abnormalities, and a sister who died at the age of 64, had the same 
symptoms of lower limb spasticity and weakness, instability and cognitive 
disorders, but whose condition ran a faster course of two years. Of the 6 
siblings her mother had, 4 (3 brothers and 1 sister) presented with the 
same condition at a similar age and all died within the range of 55-70 
years of age, while the remaining 2 sisters surpassed the usual age of onset 
of the disease generally healthy and symptom free. The rest of the relatives 
of the family tree, which includes the patient’s own offspring, as well as 
her cousins and her sister’s offspring have not yet reached the usual age 
of onset of the symptoms and are still healthy on that respect. It was also 
reported that her grandfather’s brother himself and some of his offspring 
suffered from similar motor disturbances and dementia.

Her neurological examination confirmed the rigidity and weakness 
reported by the history. They are both of comparable severity, concern 
all muscles and joints of both the lower limbs, but have affected mostly 
the distal ones, and no remarkable difference was observed between the 
right and left side, while her upper extremities were unaffected. Abnormal 
extensor plantar reflexes were present, whereas both upper and lower limb 
stretch reflexes were increased, although the lower limb ones were notably 
more increased than their upper counterparts and the patellar ones were 
more increased than the ankle ones. Again, no significant difference was 
observed between the right and left side. Except for the neurological 
history, the patient has had arterial hypertension for the past few years, 
which is regulated by antihypertensive medication, while she has been in 
menopause since her 38th year of age. The rest of her history and physical 
examination were insignificant.

Discussion

The obligatory criteria for the diagnosis of HSP are a family history, 
spasticity of lower limbs with hyperreflexia and extensor plantar responses 
and a consequent progressive gait disturbance, all of which are met in 
our case [1]. Additionally, lower limb paresis and sphincter disturbances 
are two common HSP features and dementia is the most frequent 
complication [2]. The mode of inheritance is strongly indicative of the 
autosomal dominant type; no inclination towards a particular gender 
could be seen, while the high prevalence of the disease in the family 
dismisses the possibility of autosomal recessive disease (5 patients out of 7 
individuals in the generation II).

The most important disease to be differentiated is familial amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (fALS). Indeed, fALS is commonly autosomal dominant, 
has a usual age of penetrance at about the sixth decade and causes a 
progressive deterioration of the patients’ motor abilities, while spasticity, 
as a sign of upper motor neuron damage, is also commonly seen [3]. 
However, amyotrophy is not as significant as would be expected in a fALS 
patient and it has never involved the tongue or any of the muscle groups 
innervated by the motor nuclei of the brainstem. Also, fasciculation’s were 
never noted, nor did the clinical condition ever involve the respiratory 
muscles, leading to respiratory failure. On the other hand, sphincter 
disturbances have always been present, a phenomenon absent in fALS 
patients. As for her mental capacity, our patient’s prominent forgetfulness 
and secondary behavioral changes cannot be attributed to front temporal 
dementia, the only dementia occasionally associated with ALS.

Several other hereditary neurological conditions need to be excluded. 
Adult-onset autosomal dominant leukodystrophy commonly has an 
earlier onset (usually in the 4th or 5th decade), runs a slower course (10-20 
years), autonomic dysfunction is the first to appear and involves several 
additional symptoms (orthostatic hypotension, impotence, anhidrosis), 
while sensory (visual and auditory disturbances) and cerebellar disorders 
(nystagmus, ataxia) are also typically found in such patients. Adult-onset 
Krabbe disease is autosomal recessive, has a much earlier onset (usually 
in the 3rd decade), progresses much slower and symptoms usually include 
ataxia and visual disturbances. Multiple sclerosis has never been reported 
to affect such a large number of individuals within a single family, whereas 
Joseph-Machado disease, along with other types of spinocerebellar ataxias, 
and Huntington’s disease are autosomal dominant and responsible for 
motor and mental disorders, but the extrapyramidal-cerebellar symptoms 
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are prominent and do not really fit the clinical profile of the family history 
presented above. Thorough review of neurological bibliography has failed 
to determine additional conditions to even approximate the clinical 
characteristics of the history of our patient and her relatives.

As mentioned in the introduction, very few of the identified mutations 
have been linked with autosomal dominant, adult-onset complicated HSP. 
SPG9 mutation presents with complicated HSP that includes bilateral 
cataracts and gastro esophageal reflux with persistent vomiting, SPG17 
mutation causes Silver syndrome in which upper extremity involvement 
is prominent and SPG29 mutation is responsible for hearing impairment 
and persistent vomiting due to hiatal hernia [2]. None of the additional 
symptoms were presented in any one of the individuals of the family tree 
of our case. SPG6 and SPG10 mutations can rarely cause complicated 
HSP, but SPG6 mutation reveals the first symptoms in adolescence 
and is associated with epilepsy and ALS [2], while SPG10 reveals the 
first symptoms earlier than our case, has a very variable age of onset, 
disease duration and clinical picture within the same family, and has 
been associated with peripheral neuropathy, upper limb involvement, 
parkinsonism, varicose veins and deafness, among others [4,5]. Except 
for these, two extremely rare mutations have been identified, SPG38 and 
SPG41, both of which presented with an onset of the clinical condition 
in adolescence and with a clear involvement of the upper extremities, 
contrary to the condition of our patient [2].

Conclusion

Taking the data above into consideration, it is easily concluded that the 
patient is a case of autosomal dominant, late-onset, complicated HSP. All 
other alternatives can easily be dismissed by just clinical observations 
and none of the phenotypes of the recorded mutations seem to match the 
clinical combination described above. In such cases, the range of diseases 
that need to be differentiated is significantly narrower and meticulous 
investigation of the family history, as well as a thorough physical 
examination, can prove to be enough for a definite diagnosis, even in the 
absence of genetic confirmation. As far as HSP is concerned in particular, 
the numerous cases documented since it was first described in 1874 
demonstrate such clinical variability, that it is highly questionable whether 
all clinical forms should be part of the same category, but rather, as it is 
pointed out in the Adams and Victor’s Principles of Neurology textbook, 
the term “hereditary spastic paraplegia” should only be attributed to the 
pure form of HSP. In any case, further genetic and biochemical research 
is required for better comprehension of the nature and properties of each 
nosological entity that is referred to as HSP.
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